Accelerate
Change
A transformative change leadership program

Accelerate Change
for individuals:

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) has arrived - a period characterized by the
blurring of lines between humans and technology and marked by advances that
drastically surpass our previous digital progress and create unthinkable realities.

Workshop Dates

Now more than ever, organizations need leaders who are able to steer their teams
and people through continuous, simultaneous and complex changes. Which is
why KBRS is pleased to introduce Accelerate Change to Halifax this spring in
partnership with Lee Hecht Harrison (LHH), an internationally recognized talent
and leadership development firm.
Accelerate Change is a ground-breaking program that ensures leaders have the
required mindset and skill set to effectively guide their teams through change.
This two-day program includes:
• Hogan EQ psychometric assessment
• Insightful self-assessments, including:
> Your Change Behaviour Assessment
> Your Change Leadership Scorecard
> Your Resilience Profile
• Five in-person learning modules:
> Making Change a Reality
> Optimizing Team Performance During Change
> Leading People Through Change
> Building Resilience
> Reframing Resistance
• One 90-minute Coaching Circle web conference to
share experiences applying concepts and learnings
to real scenarios, ask questions, and to work through
outstanding challenges
• Comprehensive workbook and resource guide
Who will benefit from attending?
• Mid to senior level professionals with change leadership
responsibility
• Teams undergoing change or responsible for stewarding
change initiatives

May 5 & 6, 2020
(plus Coaching Web Conference on
June17, 2020)

Program Fees

Early bird: $1,495 (until March 6)
Regular: $1,595

Register Online:

www.kbrs.ca/accelerate-change
or contact Angela Mitton at
amitton@kbrs.ca
For additional information about
Accelerate Change for Teams
contact our Consulting Practice Lead,
Jennifer Berry at jberry@kbrs.ca.

Michelle Fitzgerald

Accelerate Change Facilitator and
Associate with KBRS

Michelle has extensive experience
helping leaders navigate complex
organizational changes. Prior to
consulting, she held senior roles in
health care, and the insurance and
investment sectors during periods of
major change and transformation. As
a consultant, her focus has remained
on leadership development and
organizational change.

